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A proud California Special Districts Alliance partner.

Most agencies have a fiscal year 
that begins July 1 and have recently 
approved and adopted a new budget 
for 2014-15. At the start of each 
year, it is extremely important your 
agency review their loss prevention 
practices and procedures that could 
help prevent or reduce workers’ 
compensation claims moving 
forward. Practicing good loss 
prevention includes knowing your 
experience modification (e-mod), as 
this all-important injury barometer 
has the single largest impact on your 
workers’ compensation premium. 
The best way to stay on top of 
things: don’t get lulled to sleep by 
an average e-mod. Your agency 
should continually strive for the 
lowest possible e-mod. Driving your 
e-mod down to its minimum is 
the best way to slash your workers’ 
compensation premium.

In February 2014, SDRMA 
Workers’ Compensation Program 

members were mailed their 
individual e-mod calculations 
along with 2014-15 approved class 
code rates and estimated annual 
contribution amounts. Detailed 
e-mod calculation worksheets 
were provided showing how your 
agency’s e-mod was determined. The 
data used to calculate your e-mod 
includes any claims during the prior 
3 full program years. Therefore, 
experiencing a claim will impact 
your e-mod calculation for 3 years.

The following information 
was taken from the Workers’ 
Compensation Insurance Rating 
Bureau of California (WCIRB) 
website and pertains to the Workers’ 
Compensation Experience Rating 
System which is used by SDRMA to 
determine your annual e-mod.

Experience Rating System
California’s workers’ compensation 
experience rating system is a 

Strive for lowest possible experience modification

merit rating system intended to 
provide employers a direct financial 
incentive to reduce work-related 
accidents. The experience rating 
system is determined by the WCIRB 
which objectively distributes the 
cost of workers’ compensation 
insurance more equitably among 
employers assigned to particular 
industry classifications.

An experience modification 
(e-mod), which is expressed as a 
percentage, compares the loss or 
claims history of one company to 
all other companies in the same 
industry that are similar in size. 
Generally, an e-mod of less than 
100% reflects better-than-average 
experience, while an e-mod of more 
than 100% reflects worse-than-
average experience. Accordingly, an 
e-mod that is greater than 100% 
usually increases the cost of an 
employer’s workers’ compensation 
insurance premiums, while an 
e-mod that is less than 100% usually 
decreases the cost of an employer’s 
workers’ compensation insurance 
premiums.

Experience Modification = Actual 
Losses/Expected Losses 
E-mods are calculated by comparing 
the actual losses to the expected 
losses. Actual losses are the medical 
and indemnity claim costs resulting 
from a work-related injury, that 
an insurance company has paid or 
expects to be paid in the future. 
Expected losses represent a business’s 
projected losses for the industry in 
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which it operates. In other words, 
given its classifications and payroll, 
its expected losses represent the 
statistical average losses that a 
business of a similar size in the same 
industry is expected to incur. Given 
two businesses within the same 
industry, the larger the business, 
in terms of payroll, the more losses 
that business is expected to incur. 
In practice, some elements have 
been added to the experience rating 
formula to prevent extreme swings 
in e-mods from year to year. To 
understand these elements, it is 
necessary to explain the e-mod 
calculation in some detail.

It is relatively straightforward to 
predict the frequency and cost of 
workplace injuries for a large group 
of businesses by examining the 
losses incurred by those businesses 
in the past. Predicting whether 
or not a specific business within 
this large group of businesses will 
experience a workplace accident, 
however, is more difficult. This is 
especially true for small businesses. 
The statistical chance of incurring 
a workers’ compensation claim for 
any single small business within a 
large group is small, and an e-mod 
based on this loss history is less 
reliable than it would be for a large 
business. For a small business that 
incurs a loss, the effect on its e-mod 
using a simple comparison of actual 
losses to expected losses would result 
in an unreasonably high e-mod for 
the year. This could result in greatly 
increased workers’ compensation 
insurance costs.

In order to improve the statistical credibility of a 
business’s experience in the e-mod and to restrict the 
fluctuation of a business’s e-mod from year to year, 
several adjustments are made in the experience rating 
formula to modify the expected losses and actual 
losses for those businesses whose experience is not 
fully credible. Actual losses are segregated into actual 
primary losses and actual excess losses. The first $7,000 
of losses for a claim are considered primary losses. Any 
remaining amount above $7,000 is considered excess 
losses. Once segregated, the experience rating formula 
places additional weight on the primary portion. This 
additional weighting of primary losses places more 
weight on claim frequency than on severity and limits 
somewhat the impact of claim severity in the experience 
rating calculation.

The second adjustment is the inclusion of primary 
credibility and excess credibility in the experience 
rating formula. Taken together, these credibility values 
represent the weight given in the experience rating 
formula to a business’s actual loss experience. Larger 
businesses tend to have more weight (more credibility) 

given to their actual experience while 
smaller businesses tend to have less 
weight (less credibility) given to their 
actual experience. (Prior to January 
1, 2012, the experience rating 
formula used “B and W” values to 
reflect credibility.) Without these 
adjustments, e-mods would be far 
more volatile from year to year.

Experience Rating Change 
Effective 2015 - Limited Experience 
Modification
In October 2013, the California 
Insurance Commissioner approved 
a change to the California Workers’ 
Compensation Experience Rating 
Plan-1995 (Experience Rating Plan) 
that limits the impact of a single 
claim on an employer’s e-mod if 
the employer was otherwise loss-
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free during the experience rating period. This change 
becomes effective on January 1, 2015.

The new rule provides that for an employer with only a 
single claim during the experience period, the e-mod is 
limited to no more than 25 percentage points above the 
e-mod that would have been published if the employer 
had been loss free during the same experience period. 
If an employer incurs more than one claim during the 
experience period, the employer’s e-mod is not subject 
to the 25 percentage point limit.

To denote that an e-mod is limited, the Experience 
Rating Form will include an “L” next to the e-mod 
to identify it as a “limited” e-mod. For reference, the 
Experience Rating Form will also contain the e-mod 
that would have been effective if the limitation had 
not been applied (Calculated Unlimited Experience 
Modification) as well as the Loss-Free Rating. SDRMA 

Workers’ Compensation program members will see the 
impact of this rule change on e-mods effective on and 
after January 1, 2015.

SDRMA Complimentary Programs/Services 
SDRMA provides complimentary programs/services 
to its members to help prevent and reduce workers’ 
compensation claims including TargetSolutions online 
training (available 24/7/365) and Company Nurse - a 
telephone based triage program with a workplace toll-
free injury hotline. In addition, SDRMA provides 
access to our Chief Risk Officer Dennis Timoney as 
well as our loss prevention consulting team including 
Lapidus Safety Consulting which provide free on-site loss 
control and risk analysis visits, monthly safety meeting 
materials and much more. If you need to schedule a loss 
prevention visit or are not a current SDRMA workers’ 
compensation member please contact us for a free quote 
at 800.537.7790!

District Snapshots
Vallecitos Water District 

PHOTOS: The Vallecitos Water District’s Twin Oaks Reservoirs No. 
1 and No. 2 are a water storage dynamic duo. Both facilities feature a 
pre-stressed concrete exterior to increase durability and strength. The 
two structures, rivaling the size of a typical baseball stadium are the 
largest of their kind, with the 40-million gallon facility considered 
the largest in the world. The reservoirs are completely buried and 
landscaped, concealing them from the surrounding community.


